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USER’S GUIDE FOR TWOOANT:

A COOE PACKAGE FOR TWO-OIMENSIONAL, OIFFUSION-ACCELERATED ,

NEUTRAL-PARTICLE TRANSPORT

by

Ray E. Alcouffe, Forrest W. Brinkley,
Duane R. Marr, and R. Oouglas O’Oell

ABSTRACT

1. Program identification: TWODANT

2. ComDuter for which Proaram is desianed: CDC-7600. but the Droaram has
been implemented-and run on ~he IBM-370/190”and CRAY-’I c~mputers.

3

4

5

Function: TWODANT solves the two-dimensional multigroup transport
equation in x,y and r,z geometries. Both regular and adjoint,
inhomogeneous (fixed source) and homogeneous (k-effective)
problems subject to vacuum, reflective, periodic, or white
boundary conditions are solved. General anisotroptc scattering
is allowed and anisotropic inhomogeneous sources are permitted.

Method of Solution: TWODANT numerically solves the two-dimensional,
multigroup form of the neutral-particle, steady-state
Boltzmann transport equation. The discrete-ordinates form of
approximation is used for treating the angular variation of the
particle distribution and the diamond-difference scheme is used
for space-angle discretization. Negative fluxes are eliminated
by a local set-to-zero-and-correct algorithm. A standard inner
(within-group) iteration, outer (energy-group-dependent source)
iteration technique is used. Both inner and outer iterations
are accelerated using the diffusion synthetic acceleration
method. The diffusion solver uses the multigrid method.

Restrictions: The code is thoroughly variably dimensioned with a
flexible, sophisticated data management and transfer capabil ity.
The code Is designed for a three-level hierarchy of data
storage: a small, fast core central memory (SCM), a fast-access
peripheral large core memory (LCM), and random-access
peripheral storage. (For computing systems based on a two-level
hierarchy of data storage - a large fast core and random-access
peripheral storage - a POPtiOn Of fast core is designated as a
simulated LCM to mimic the three-level hierarchy). Random-access
storage is used only if LCM (or simulated LCM) storage
requirements are exceeded. Normally, an SCM of about 25 000
words of storage and an LCM (or simulated LCM) of a few hundred
thousand wovds or less storage are sufficient to eliminate the
need for using random-access storage.

.’
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6.

7.

8.

9.

13.

Running Time: Running time is directly related to problem size and to
central processor and data transfer speeds. On the CRAY-I. a
four group, adjoint calculation of the eigenvalue of an R-Z
model of the Fast Test Reactor (FTR) took 15 seconds.
The calculation used transport corrected PO cross sections,
an S4 angular quadrature, and a 31 by 68 spatial mesh.

Unusual Features of the Program: The TWOOANT code package is
modularly structured in a form that separates the input and the
output (edit) functions from the main calculational (solver)
section of the code. The code makes use of binary, sequential
data files. called interface files, to transmit data between
modules and submodules. Standard interface files whose specifi-
cations have been defined by the Reactor Physics Committee on
Computer Code Coordination are accepted, used. and created by
the code. A totally new free-field card-image input capability
is provided for the user. The code provides the user with con-
siderable flexibility in using both card-image or sequential
file input and also in controlling the execution of both modules
and submodules. Separate versions of the code extst for short-
word and long-word machines.

Programming Languages:. The program is written in standard FORTRAN-IV
language.

Machine Requirements: Six Input/Output units and up to 14 interface
units are required. The number of interface units needed is
problem dependent. Typically, 10 such units are used. For
COC-7600 computers a 50 000 word small core (SCM) and a large
core memory (LCM) are required. For computers with only a
single fast core, the fast core size must be sufficiently lar~e
to permit partitioning into an SCM and simulated LCM. Random-
access auxiliarv storaae mav occasionally be reauired if LCM
(or simulated LCM) sto~age
being executed.

Material Available: Source deck
problems, this manual, and

----------- ----- ---

_is Insufficiefit for <he problem

(about 45 000 card images), sample
the ONEOANT manual (Ref. 2).

--------- ------ --

.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The TWOOANT code package is a modular computer program designed to
solve the two-dimensional , time-independent, multigroup discrete-
ordinates form of the Boltzmann transport equation. TWOOANT uses the
same modular construction as the ONEOANT code. This modular
construction separates the input processing, the transport equation
solving, and the postprocessing, or edit functions, into distinct,
independently executable code modules, the INPUT, SOLVER, and EOIT
modules, respectively. These modules are connected to one another
solely by means of binary interface files. The INPUT module and, to a
lesser degree, the EOIT module are general in nature and are designed to
be standardized modules. With these modules, different new production
codes can be created simply by developing different SOLVER modules that
can be ‘plugged in” to the standard~zed INPUT and EOIT modules.

The TWOOANT code is Simply the ONEOANT package with the
one-dimensional SOLVER module replaced with a two-dimensional SOLVER
module. As SUCh, large portions of the ONEOANT manual apply to TWOOANT
as well . This TWOOANT user’s guide follows the ONEOANT manual form even
to the point of having the same chapter and section numbering. Thus,
Chapter IV, sectfon C contains the full input specifications, in either
manual . Frequently, for sections which apply equally to both codes, a
very brief discussion will be given here and the user will be referred
to the ONEOANT manual for more details. This Is only done for sections
that are of background interest or for sections that go into great
detail . Once the general scheme of things is known, the user should
only very infrequently need to access the ONEDANT manual . Thus, this .
TWOOANT user’s guide is intended to be complete in the sense that all
the input arrays are described along with everything else needed to make
most runs.

Some of the major features

(1) a totally new, free-fie
designed with the user

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

ncluded in the TWOOANT package are:

d format card-image input capability
n mind,

highly sophisticated, standardized, data- and file-management
techniques as defined and developed by the Committee on
Computer Coordination (CCCC) and described in Ref. 1: both
sequential file and random-access file handling techniques are
used,

the use of a diffusion synthetic acceleration scheme to
accelerate the iterative process in the SOLVER module,

direct (forward) or adjoint calculational capability,

X,Y and r.z geometry options,

arbitrary anisotropic scattering order,

vacuum, reflective, periodic. and white boundary condition
options,

inhomogeneous (fixed) source or k-effective calculation
options,

‘diamond-differencing” for solution of the transport equation,

( 10) a new diffusion solver that uses the multig”rid method,

(11) user flexibility in using either card-image or sequential “
input,

(12) user flexibility in controlling the execution of both modu
and submodules, and

( 13) extensive, user-oriented error diagnostics.

ile

es
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TWODANT is a large, very flexible code package. Great effort has
been devoted to making the code highly user-oriented. Simple problems
can be easily run and many of the code options can be ignored by the
casual user. At the same time numerous options for selective and
sophisticated executions are available to the more advanced user. In
all cases redundancy of input has been minimized, and default values for
many input parameters are provided. The code is designed to be
“intel 1 igent” and to do much of the work for the user. The input is
designed to be meaningful, easily understood. easily verified, and easy
to change. The printed output is well documented with liberal use of
descriptive comments and heaaings. In short, TWODANT was designed to be
fun to use.

Chapter II of this manual provides the user with a br{ef overview
of the code package. Included are sections on programming practices and
standards, code package structure, and functional descriptions of the
three principal modules comprising the package. All this information
applles to ONEDANT as well , and more complete discussions of each
section can be found in the ONEOANT manual .

Chapter III presents the free-field format rules for the card-image
input. The more esoteric forms of input that both ONEDANT and TWODANT
support are not described here and the user is referred to the ONEDANT
manual for a discussion of those items.

Chapter IV provides the card-image input specifications for
. TWODANT. First is given an overview of the specification of input

including descriptive examples. Next is a. ‘mini-manual “ on which are
listed all the available input arrays arranged by input block. This
mini-manual is very useful to the user in organizing his input. For the
more experienced user, the mini-manual is frequently all that is needed
for him to specify his input. Following the mini-manual is a moderately
detailed description of all the input parameters and arrays.

Chapters II, 111, and IV should be read by all first-time users of
TWODANT.

Chapters V through IX of the ONEDANT manual largely apply to
TWODANT as well , and are not repeated in this guide. Those chapters are
briefly described below.

Chapter V provides the interested user with details related to
the input for ONEOANT. Included is a brief development of the
multi group, discrete-ordinates form of the diamond-differenced
Boltzmann transport equation. This section is followed by numerous
sections providing specific detailed information needed by the user
to fully understand some of the input options and input arrays. The
chapter supplements the information presented in Chapter IV.

Chapter VI gives details related to the actual execution of the
SOLVER module. Described are the iteration strategy. convergence
criteria, termination criteria for the iterative loops, and the
iteration monitor print provided by the code.

Chapter VII is devoted to details related to the EOIT module of
the code. Both input and execution control options for this module
are described in detail. This chapter supplements information
pertaining to the EDIT module provided in Chapter IV.

In Chapter VIII is a discussion of some of the more
sophisticated options available to the advanced user for controll ing
the execution of modules and submodules in ONEOANT.

.

Chapter IX presents a discussion of the error diagnostics
available in ONEDANT. Several examples of errors and the resultlng
error messages are provided for the user.

4
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The information in four appendices is germane to the runn$ng of
TWOOANT. Appendix A of the ONEOANT manual provides the file
descriptions for the code dependent, binary, sequential interface files
generated by and used in the ONEOANT code package. As these are
identical to the files used by TWOOANT, that appendix is not repeated
here. File descriptions for the CCCC standard interface files are also
not provided, but can be found in Ref. 1. Appendices B, C, and O are
found in this user’s guide. Appendix B provides a sample TWOOANT
problem for the user. Appendix C shows how to access the code at Los
Alamos and Appendix O shows the access at the National Magnetic Fusion
Energy Computer Center at Livermore. California.

I-3



11. TWODANT OVERVIEW

The TWODANT code package is a computer program designed to solve
the two-dimensional, multigroup, discrete-ordinates form of the neutral
particle Bo?tzmann transport equation. It was developed as a modular
code package consisting of three modules: an INPUT module, a SOLVER
module, and an EOIT module.

In this chapter is provided a brief discussion of the general
programming practices and standards used in the code package, a “
description of the code structure, and overviews of the three modules
comprising the package.

A. Programming Practices and Standards
----- ------ ------ ----- ------------- ----

In general , the programming standards and practices recommended in
Ref. 1 from the Committee on Comput”er Code Coordination (CCCC)
have been followed throughout the development of TWOOANT. By following
these practices and standards, problems associated with exporting and
implementing the code in different computing environments and at
different computing installations are minimized. The programming
practices and standards are also described in more detail in the ONEDANT
manual (Ref. 2) and the user is referred thereto.

B. TWDDANT Code Package Structure
----- ------- ----------------------

The TWOOANT code package consists of three major functionally
independent modules: an INPUT module, a SOLVER module, and an EDIT
module. These modules are linked by means of binary interface files.
The INPUT module processes any and all input specifications and data -
and, if required, generates the binary files for use by the SOLVER
and/or EOIT modules. The SOLVER module performs the transport
calculation and generates flux files for use by the EOIT module. The
SOLVER module also generates other <nterface files for use by other
codes or for subsequent calculations by the SOLVER module. The EOIT
module performs cross-section and response function edits using the flux
files from the SOLVER module.

The interface files accepted, used. and generated by the modules
are described in detail in the ONEDANT manual. Also shown there is the
relationship of each of the files to each of the modules, where it is
used, where it is written, and so forth. That detail is not repeated
here. The fact that interface files are used at all is not generally
use~ul to the user unless he is making his runs in piecewise fashion.

A three-level overlay structure is used in TWOOANT for implementing
the modules. Such a structure involves the use of a main overlay
together witil primary and secondary overlays.

The main (or 0,0) overlay contains the main program routine, which
controls the calling of the primary overlays. together with those
service subroutines used by more than one primary overlay.

The first overlay constitutes the INPUT module. It is structured
into the first primary (or 1,0) overlav plus twelve secondary overlays,
each of which performs a unique function. usually the reading of a Block
of input and the writing of one of the interface files. The INPUT
module is also constructed in modular form and indeed may even be
executed piecewise, if so desired. This module is identical to the
INPIJT module of ONEOANT.

The second overlay constitutes the SOLVER, or calculational.
module. It consists of the second primary (or 7,0) overlay plus nine
secondary overlays, each performing a part of the flux. calculation.

.
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The third overlay is the EDIT module. It currently consists of the
third primary, or (3,0), overlay plus a single secondary overlay. This
module is identical to the EDIT module of ONEOANT.

Normally all three of these modules will be executed In a given run
although it is possible to run them individually given the necessary
interface files. For a complete discussion of this latter technique,
see the ONEDANT manual (Ref. 2).

A fourth overlay is also used in TWOOANT. This overlay contains
only the fourth primary, or (4,o), overlay with two subroutines. This
fourth overlay provides highlights of the just-executed run as an aid to
the user. These highlights are a printed summary of some of the
pertinent facts, options, and decisions encountered during the run along
with storage and run time information. This overlay is not considered
to be a module in the sense of the first three overlays.

c. INPUT module
------ ----------

The INPUT module performs the necessary activities for processing
all input data required for the execution of the SOLVER and/or EOIT
modules. These activities include the reading of input data and the
creation of binary interface files. The latter activity may require a
certain degree of data processing. Each of these activities is
discussed below.

In performing the reading-of-input data activity, the INPUT module
accepts standard interface files (binary), code-dependent binary
interface files, or card-images for its input. Input data can be
provided in several different forms and many combinations of forms to
prov<de a great deal of flexibility to the user. Chapter IV of this
manual and Chapters IV, V, VI, and VII of the ONEOANT manual provide
specific information and further details on the specification of the
input data.

The second major activity in the INPUT module is the creation of
binary” interface files containing all input data. These files are
subsequently used as the sole means of transmitting data to either the
SOLVER or EDIT modules. The files emerging from the INPUT module take
the form of either CCCC standard interface files or code-dependent
interface files. In this file creation activity the INPUT module is
called on to perform several types of tasks. As an example, the only
form in which geometry related information emerges from the INPUT module
is in the form of a GEOOST standard interface binary file. If a user
supplies geometry related input by means of card-image input, a
particular submodule of the INPUT module reads this input, translates
the data into a GEOOST compatible form, and creates the resulting GEOOST
file. On the other hand, if the geometry related information is
supplied by the user through an already existing GEOOST file, the INPUT
module is required to do nothing. In either case, the GEOOST file will
be available for the SOLVER module to use when doing the flux
calculation. A second, more complex example of the function of the
INPUT module involves the mixing of isotopes, or nucl ides, to create
Materials which are subsequently assigned to physical regions in the
problem (called Zones) to define the macroscopic cross-section data for
the Zones. For this example it will be assumed that the user selects
card-image input as the form for the INPUT module. First, the isotope
mixing specifications appropriate for the desired Materials are input
via card-image. The INPUT module reads this data, translates the data.
and creates the two standard interface files NOXSRF and ZNATDN.
Assuming next that the isotope cross sections are provided by the user
as a card-image library, another submodule of the INPUT module reads
this library (in isotope ordered form) and also reads the just created
NOXSRF and ZNATON files. The mixing specifications provided by the
latter files are appl ied to the isotopic cross-section data to generate
Material cross sections; these mixed cross sections are then sorted into
group order and written to the MACRXS code-dependent binary interface

.-

.
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f ile. (A 9P0up ordered file named SNXEDT for use by the EDIT module is
also created at this time but will not be considered in this example. )
The MACRXS file becomes the sole source of cross-section data to t~e
SOLVER module if the SOLVER calculation is to be a forward. or regular,
calculation. If an adjoint calculation is to be performed by the
SOLVER. yet another submodule of the INPUT module rereads the MACRXS
file, performs the adjoint reversals on the cross sections, and creates
xhe code-dependent binary file named ADJMAC containing the adjoint
reversed Material cross sections for use by SOLVER.

D. SOLVER Module
---- -----------—-

The SOLVER module of TWOOANT has the function of effecting
numerical solutions of the two-dimension, multigroup form of the neutral
particle steady-state Boltzmann transport equation. The discrete
ordinates approximation is used for treating the angular variation of
the particle distribution and the diamond difference scheme is used for
spatial discretization.

In solving the transport equation numerically, an iterative
procedure is used. This procedure involves two levels of iteration
referred to as inner and outer iterations. The acceleration of these
iterations is of crucial importance to transport codes in order to
reduce the computation time involved. The TWODANT SOLVER module employs.
the diffusion synthetic acceleration method developed by Alcouffe (Ref.
3), an extremely effective method for accelerating the convergence of
the iterations. Those unfamiliar with the inner/outer iteration process
or the diffusion acceleration schemes are referred to the ONEOANT manual
(Ref. 2) and/or to Ref. 3.

The diffusion solver, which does a major part of the calculational
work. uses the multigrid method. This method is considered an
improvement over the line successive overrelaxation (LSOR) method of
solution common to most other two-dimensional diffusion solvers. It 1s
faster converging for fine mesh problems and extends the domain of
practical application to problems which would take unreasonable
computation times to converge using LSOR. The multigrid method is
described in Ref. 4.

E. EDIT Module
------------- --

The function of the EDIT Module is to produce the printed
edit-output selected by the user. Edit-output refers to information
which is obtained from the data contained on one or more interface files
but which generally requires manipulating or processing of the data. An
example of the edit-output is a microscopic reaction rate distribution.
i.e. the product of a microscopic cross section for a particular
isotope or nucl ide and the flux. In this example. the data from both a
cross-section interface file and a scalar flux file are required to be
recovered, multipl ied, and the product printed.

The EDIT module is an essentially free standing module accepting
only interface files as input and producing printed output. The
required input files for execution of the EDIT module are the
code-dependent binary interface file EDITIT and the standard interface
files RTFLUX (or ATFLUX) and GEOOST. Optional input files are the
standard Interface files NOXSRF and ZNATON and the code-dependent files
SNXEOT and ASGMAT. The code-dependent files are produced by the INPUT
module.

.. .
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III. FREE FIELD INPUT

There are four bas
TWODANT; they are ARRAY
is described below.

ARRAYS
---- --

c quantities in the free field input used in
DATA ITEM, BLOCK, and STRING. Each of these

The favored input form (there are several) is one very similar to
NAMELIST. Each input array has a unique name. To make an input to an
array. one simply spells out the array name, appends an equal sign, and
follows that with the data items to be entered into the array. For
example, input for the coarse mesh boundaries for the y direction could
look like:

YMESH= O 1 2 41 3 8,

The above input would enter values of 1,2,3,4,5,6.7, and 8
centimeters for the mesh boundaries. Note that a FIDD-1 ike interpolate
was used. “ In general , all tbe FIOD operators may be used in numeric
entry. A complete list of the valtd operators is given in Table 111.1.

Unl ike NAMELIST however, an array name CANNOT use a subscript. The
operators A, S, and E described in Table 111.1 may be used for this
addressing function.

Oata items within an array are separated by blanks or commas. In
general , blanks may be used freely throughout except within a data item,
withir, an array name, or between an array name and its equal sign.

Numeric OATA ITEMS
-------- ----------

Numeric data items follow a FORTRAN input convention. For example,
all of the followlng are valid entries for the number ten:

10, 1.()+1, IEI, 10.O

If a decimal point is not entered, it is assumed to be after the
right-most digit.

Hollerith DATA ITEMS
----------- --.------

Hollerith data items follow a ~ORTRAN variable name convention in
that they are composed of up to six characters. the first of which must
be alphabetic with the rest alphanumeric. However, special characters
may be included if the data item is surrounded by double quotes.
Operators may NDT be used with Hollerith data items.

BLDCKS
------

Arrays are entered in groups called blocks. A block consists” of
one or more arrays (in any order) followed by the single character T.
Thus T is the block delimiter.

STRINGS
---- ---

Arrays may be broken into smaller pieces called strings. Strings
are del imited with a semicolon; ). The user should be aware of the
arrays that require string input. Strings are frequently used to input
information by row rather than for the whole 2-d array at once. The
code dictates this, the user has no choice.

Comments
--------

A slash (/) may be used to enter comments in the input stream.
After a slash is read no further processing of that card is done.

For complete details of the free field input, the user is referred
to the ONEOANT manual (Ref. 2).
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nR d

nI d

Fd

nY m

nL d

nZ

nS

nA

nO m

nG m

nN m

nhi m

nX

E

Table III.1 Valid Input Operators.
------- ------ ---------- ----- ----- -

REPEAT the data item d, n times

INTERPOLATE (linear) n data items between data item d and
the next data item.

FILL the rest of the data string with the data item d.

STRING REPEAT. Repeat the previous m strings, n times. .

INTERPOLATE LOGARITHMICALLY n data items between d and
the next d.

ZERO. Enter the value zero n successive times.

SKIP. Skip the next n data items.

AOORESS. Set the pointer to the n-th data item in the array.

SEOUENCE REPEAT. Enter the last m entries, n more times.

SEOUENCE REPEAT WITH SIGN CHANGE. Same as the O option
but the sign of the m entries is changed every repeat.

SEOUENCE REPEAT INVERT. Same as the O option but
the order of the m entries is inverted each repeat.

SEOUENCE REPEAT INVERT WITH SIGN CHANGE. Same as
N option but the sign is also changed every repeat.

COUNT CHECK. Causes code to check the number of entries
in the current string so far, against the number n.

ENO. Skips to the end of the string.

.

Note: The operator character must always be appended directly
to n. d or m need not be immediately adjacent to the
operator character.

. .
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Iv. TWODANT INPUT SPECIFICATIONS

A. Input Overview
---- ------- ----..-

The full TWOOANT input consists of a title card section, followed
by six blocks of free field input. The title card section is not free
field. Any input referred to as a block uses the free field input form.

Block-I consists of basic control and dimensional information that
allows efficient packing of the array data. This information also
allows checking of the lengths of arrays supplied by interface
files.

Block-II contains the geometric information.

Block-III consists of the nuclear data specifications.

Block-IV contains mixing information.

Block-V contains the rest of the input needed for specifying the
flux calculation.

And lastly, Block-VI contains the edit (i.e. report writing)
specifications.

A cross-section library may optionally be placed between Blocks 111
and IV, if it is in card image form. TWOOANT supports many library
formats and so the 1 ibrary may or may not be in free field format
depending upon the option chosen.

A full input would then look like that diagramed in Figure IV.I on
the fol Iowlng page.
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Figure IV. 1 General Input Structure
------- ----- ---------- ------------- --

************ ***********
s *.

* Title Card Count ~
. *
*******T,.,: ,******,****.* X*

* F *. * *. * * * * * *: * * * * * * u’ * *. * * 4

* *

* Title Card(s) *
. *
* * * * * * * - * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

* * * T * * * * * * * s.* * * * * * * * * * 4

. a
* E1ock - I 4
* (Controls and Dims) *
4 T *
* * * * * * * * * v * * * * * * *.* * * * * * * #

* * %* ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * .4

* *

* B 1ock - I I 4
* (Geometry ) *
● T*
* *.*:* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

********** *********** **
* *

* B 1OCk - I I I *
* (Nuc1 ear Data) *
* T *
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *:

********** ******+***** *
* *

* Cross sect ions on *
* cards (optional) *
* *
* * ***** ****** **** *** * ***”

********** ********** ***
w *

* B lock -IV *
. (Mix i ng ) a.
. T*
*********** ************ **

*********** ************
* *

* B 1ock -V *
* (SOLVER Input) *
* T*
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * 0:* * * * * * * * * *

* * * * * * * v * * * * * * * * * * * * * * d

* “.

* B 1ock -VI *
* (EDIT Input) *
* T *
********** *********** ** *+
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F). MINI-MANUAL
------ ------- --

On the following
input names, expected
No description of the

few pages is given a complete list of the
array sizes. and order within the array.

arrav contents is aiven in this MINI-MANUAL
as full details are given ii later sectio~s and also in the ONEDANT
manual . The MINI-MANUAL is intended to serve as a quick reference
for the knowledgeable user.

In both the MINI-MANUAL and in the detailed sections which
follow, a shorthand form is used to indicate the size and order
of the array that the code expects. This information is enclosed
in square brackets immediately after the array name. Essential
features are:

1. A single entry in the brackets is the array length.

2. No brackets at all indicates a simple variable (i.e. an
array of unit length).

3. A dash (-) in the brackets indicates an arbitrary length.

4. A semicolon (;) indicates that the input for that array
is expected in strings. To the left of the semicolon is
the string length. To the right of the semicolon is the
number of strings in the array.

5. If the number of strings is shown as a product, the order
is Important. The leftmost quantity must be exhausted first,
then, the next one to the right is varied. For example. the
array name for the full spatial source distribution is shown as:

SDURCF IIT;LJT*NMQ]

where IT is the number of fine meshes in the X-direction,
JT Is the number of fine meshes in the Y-direction, and NMQ
is the number of input source moments. For this array, the first
string is composed of the PO source values for each x mesh
point in the first y mesh. The next string is the PO source
values in the second y mesh. This process is repeated in all
y meshes. Then starting again with the first y mesh, the Pi
source values are given. After all PI values are given, the P2
values follow. Continue until all NMQ moments are specified.

Note: Usually, the quantities within brackets
been specified in the input. Sometimes,
is derived from the array input itself.
in this particular case, NM(2 ~s not an
rather, the code counts the number of s“
knowing IT and JT, deduces what NMQ mus”

will have already
however, a quantity
For instance,
nput quantity,
rings and then.

have been.



* * * * * * * * * * * *.* w * * * * * * * * *

* Tjt)e card control *
* (316 Format) *
* NHEAD, NOTTY, NOLIST *
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

* * * * * * * . * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* T i t 1e Card(s) *

* -------------------- *
* (IF NHEAD>O) *
* * * * * * * * * * v * * * * * + * * * w* * * *

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *.*
* Block -I: Ctrls & Dims *

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
$
*
*
*
●

*
*
*
*
*,
*
.
*

--------------------- *

I GEOM
NGROUP
I SN
N I SO
MT
NZONE
IM
IT
LJM
LJT

MAXLCM
MAXSCM

ID I MEN

-- -- --

NOFGEN
NOSOLV
NOED I T

NOGEOO
NOMI X
NOASG
NOMACR
NOS LNP
NOEDTT
Nt)AOdM

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
+
*
*
*
*
*
*
*.

-- -- *
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
N

T *
********** **V******** **. *

* * * ● ☛ ☛ ✎ ✎ ☛ ☛ ☛ ☛ ☛ ☛ ☛ ☛ ☛ ☛ ☛ ✝ ☛ ☛ ☛

* Block -I I: Geometry *
* --------------------- *
* *
* XMESH IIM+II *
* YMESH ILJM+I] *
* XINTS IIM] *
* YINTS [JM] *
* ZONES IIM:LJM] *
* *
* T*
************ *************

************ ***********
+, Block- III:Cross-Sect *

* ---- ----- ------- ----- *
* ?
* *
* LIB valid:OONINP *
* XSLIB *
* ISOTXS *
* GRUPXS *
“

*

BXSLIB *
MACRXS s

* .
* LNG *
* N
* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- *
* Rest of this block *
* needed only for card *
v

.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

image libraries.

MAXDRD
IHM
IHT
IHS
IFIOO (valid:O/’
ITITL
12LPI
SAVBXS
KWIKRO (default

NTPI INISO]
NAMES INISO]
EONAME IIHT-31
VEL INGROUP]

*
*
*
*

● EBOUNO INGRoup+ll x
* cHIvEc iNGROUp] - *
* T*
****.******** ************

*************** ***=**:**
* iff LIB=DONINP, *

* insert BCD card-image *
* cross sections here *
*******-** **************4

*****W.******* **********
* Block-IV: Mixing *

* ---- -------- -------- *
* .
* MATLS [-;MT] *
* ASSIGN [-;NZONE] *
* *
* PREMIX [-;-] *
* *
* MATNAM [MT] T
* ZONNAM INZONEI *:
* T*
************* ************
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. .

* * * * * . * * * * * F * * * * * * * * * * *

* Block-V: SOLVER *
* --------------------- *
* .
* IEVT *
* ISCT s
* ITH *
* IBL *
* IBR *
* IBT *
* IBB *
* *
* EPSI .
* IITL *
* IITM .
* OITM “
* ITLIM *
* *
* FLUXP *
* XSECTP *
* FISSRP *
* SOURCP *
* *
* --- Flux Guess ------ *
* *
* INFLUX *
* *
* --- Quadrature ------ *
* *
* IQUAO *
* *
* WGT [MM] *
* MU [MM] *
* ETA [MM] *
* #
* --- Miscellaneous --- *
* NORM *
* BHGT *
* *
* cHI INGRoUp:Ml A
* *
* OEN IIT:JT] .
* -or- *
* DENX [IT] and/or *
* OENY [JT] *
* *
* ------ --------------- *
* *
*---vOlumetrj c sO”~ce---*
* *
* INSORS T
* ●

w SOURCE INGROUP;NMQl “
* -or- *
* SOURCX IIT;NMo] and *
* SOURCY IJT:NMOI ●

* -oP- ,
* SOURCY. IIT;NMQI and *
* SOURCY [dT:NMol and *
8 SOURCE INGROUP;NMOI *
* -or- *
* SOURCF [IT; *
* JT*NGROUP*NMO] *
* -or- .
* SOURCF IIT;LJT*NMO] and*
* SOURCE INGROUP;NMO] ~
* T*
**:*********** ************

****%******************
* Block-VI: EDIT *

* ------ --------- ------ *
* *
* PTED *
● ZNEO *
* *
* POINTS [K], K<IT+I *
* EDZONE IIT:JT) *
% *
* ICOLL [K], K<NGROUP+I *
* IGRPEO
*
* PDWER
* MEVPER
*
~ RZFLUX
* BYVOLP
* ALJED
*
* EOXS [K], K<NEOT+I
* RESONT
* EDISOS [K]. KcNISO+I
* EOCONS [K], K<NISO+I
* EOMATS [K], K<MT+I
A XOF [IT]
* YDF [JT]
.
* RSFE INGROUP:-]
* RSFX [IT;-]
* RSFY [dT;-]
* RSFNAM [-]
*
* MICSUM [-]
* IRSUMS [-]
*
* T
****************** *******

*
*
*
*
*
*
?
*
..
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
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c. Full Input Details
---- ----- ------------ .

The following pages of this section (i.e. IV.C) give details
for each of the input arrays. All valid TWODANT arrays are
discussed in this section in detail complete enough to form the
Input. However, the beginning user, particularly one unfamil iar
with discrete-ordinates codes, may find that he is missing some
information of a background nature. For that type of information.
the user is referred to the ONEDANT manual (Ref. 2).

First, here are a few general instructions:

1. All six of the input blocks are normally included. Block-I
is always required but any of the other five blocks may be
omitted under the proper conditions. The input module reads
each block in turn and from it generates one or more binary
interface files. The interface files drive the SOLVER and EOIT
modules. Thus, if the user wants no edits, the Block-VI
input may be omitted. Then with no interface file, the EDIT
module will not be executed. Alternatively, if the interface
file is available from another source, the corresponding block
of input may be omitted. For instance, Block-II describes
the geometry. The input module normally writes this information
to the GEODST interface file. If the GEOOST file is available
from another source or a previouS run, the Block-II. input may
be omitted.

2. The general theme of the ONEOANT input is observed in that
arrays that are not needed are not entered. Presence of an
array indicates that it should be used. Thus, for example, if
the density array is entered (OEN array), the cross section
at each mesh point should be modified accordingly. No separate
switch need be set to say that the calculation should be done.
To eliminate the density modification, simply remove the DEN
array from the input.

3. The arrays in general are grouped in the input instructions
according to function. Thus, for example, the volumetric source
is found on a single page under an appropriate page heading. If
one has no volumetric source, one simply skips to the next page
of instructions. There is no need to read further on that page.

4. In an adjoint run, none of the groupwise input arrays should”be
inverted. The code will externally identify all groups by the
physical group number, not by the calculational group number
(the calculational group number is in inverse order). Thus, the
user interface should be consistently in the physical group order.

5. The use of information within square brackets to indicate the
size of arrays and the order within those arrays is the
same as described in the introduction to the MINI-MANUAL
(previous section).

6. With the exception of the SOLVER (Block-V) input, any ONEOANT
input is also a valid TWOOANT input. Thus, users famil iar with
ONEOANT input may freely use any options they are currently using
in ONEOANT. However, within the SOLVER block input, there are
some valid ONEOANT input arrays which are not valid for TWOOANT.
The code will not reject them but the desired action will not
take place. Such arrays will be mentioned here in the details
and indicated as unimplemented. These arrays are not shown at
all in the MINI-MANUAL. Only the functional arrays are shown
there.

7. New users reading these instructions for the first time and
unfamiliar with the TWOOANT input may find it helpful to follow
the sample input in Appendix B while reading this section.

IV-6
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* =.:* x * * * * * * * * * * * *. * * *. * x * * s * * * . *
* TITLE CARD DETAILS *
* w * * * * *. * * ●. * * * * * *. * * * * * * * * * * % * * *

Card 1 : . T i tl e Card Control ( format 316)
. -- . ------ _ --------- _ -- —-----------------

Word Name Comments
---- ---- ------------------- --------

1 NHEAD Number .of t i t 1e ( header ) cards to fol 1ow

2 NOTTY Suppress output to on-line user
term i na 1?
O/~ = nojyes (default=no)

3 NOLIST Suppress listing of all card image
input?
0/1 = no/yes (default=no)

Cards 2 thru NHEAD+I: Title Cards (format 12A6)
-------- ----- ----- -------- ------- ---------- ------

NHEAO title cards containing descriptive comments

{ Title card section always required)

.
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Name
-------

1GEOM
NGROUP
I SN
NI SO

MT
NZONE

IM
IT
dM
dT

{all above

MAXLCM
~~;:;~onal}

{optional)

***.*******?.* *************** **
* BLOCK-I *
* CONTROLS ANO DIMENSIONS *
*.************** **************

Comments
----- ---.- --------------- ------------ --

Geometry; 6/7 = X-’f/R-Z
Number of energy groups
Sn order to be used
Number of physical isotopes on the basic input cross-
section library
No. of physical materials to be created
No. of geometric zones in problem

(each neutronically homogeneous)
Number of coarse mesh intervals in the X (or R) direction
Total number of fine mesh fntervals in the X (or R) direct
Number of coarse mesh intervals in the Y (or Z) direction
Total number of fine mesh intervals in the Y (or Z) direct

input always required)

Length of LCM

Length of SCM

1/2 = ld/2d O

desired (defau

desired (defau

t=50000)

t=20000)

for the
2d. but

input and edit modules
this mav be overridden

IDIMEN mension contro
{optional} “ (“ WODANT default

f one wishes to, say, run only ~he input
module to generate files for ONEOANT)

---

Note:

NOFGEN
NOSOLV
NOEDIT

NOGEOO

NOMIX

NOASG

NOMACR

NOSLNP

NOEDTT

NDAOJM

--- -.

The above
a full run
are otherw

on

on

nput is all that is necessary in Block-I for
The controls below allow part”ial runs and

se not needed. For full details on their use,
see chapter VIII of the ONEOANT manual (Ref. 2).

Oefault on all these variables is no.

0/1 = no/yes
0/1 = no/yes
0/1 = no/yes

0/1 = no/yes

0/1 = no/yes

0/1 = no/yes

0/1 = no/yes

0/1 = no/yes

0/1 = no/yes

0/1 = no/yes

suppress further input module execution
suppress solver module execution
suppress edit module execution

suppress writing GEOOST file even though
geometry cards may be present
suppress writing mixing files even though
mixing cards may be present
suppress writing ASGMAT file even though
block-IV may be present
suppress writing MACRXS file even though
both block-III and block-IV may be present
suppress writing SOLINP file even though
block-V may be present
suppress writing EOITIT file even though
block-VI may be present
suppress writing AOdMAC file even though
an adjoint calculation is called for

●

-.
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* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * . *.. *.* * * * * * * * * *
* BLOCK - I I *
* GEOMETRY OETAILS .
* * * * * n * * *.m* m= * * * * * *.* * * * * * * v * v *

Name Comments
------- ---------------------------------------

XME5H IIM+I] X coordinates of coarse mesh edges.

YMESH ILJM+I] Y coordinates of coarse mesh edges.

XINTS IIM] Number of fine meshes in each coarse x mesh

YINTS [dM] Number of fine meshes in each coarse y mesh

ZONES IIW;JM] Zone number for each coarse mesh.
This array defines the geometric zones to which
cross-section materials are assigned.

{all above input required if this Block is entered)

Note: The information entered in this block is written to the
CCCC standard interface file GEOOST.

. .

.
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* * * * v * * * *:* *:* ● * k * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *.

Name
-------

LIB
{al ways}

LNG
{opt

* BLOCK- I I I *
* NUCLEAR DATA OETAILS *
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ● ☛ ☛ ☛

Comments
------ ----- ------- ----- ----- ----- ----- _

Source of the cross-section data. Enter as a data
item one of the following six character words.

Word
----- -

ISOTXS

XSLIB

OONINP

GRUPXS

EXSLIB

MACRXS

Description
----- ------ --------- ---------

CCCC standard isotope ordered binary
cross-section file.

Card image
separate f

Card image
this block
Block-III)

BCD library supplied in a
le named XSLIB.

BCO library follows after
of input (after the T of

CCCC standard group ordered cross-section
file.

Binary form of XSLIB or OONINP libraries
from a previous run. (more efficient)

Use existing files named MACRXS for
SOLVER module, SNXEDT for EOIT module.
These files were created in a previous
run. Under this option any remaining
Block-III input and, unless otherwise
specified in Block-I, any PREMIX and
MATLS input in BLock-IV will be ignored.

of the last neutron group. Used only toNumber
ona ) separate neutrons from gammas i-n the edits_.

Note: The CCCC standard for files ISOTXS and GRUPXS does not
allow the inclusion of the 2L+I term in the higher order
scattering cross section. However,
file,

if you have a nonstandard
you may override by setting 12LP1=-I. TWOOANT will

then accept cross sections containing the 2L+I term.
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* * * * * * * * * * * . * * * ** m * * * * * * * m * . * .

* BLOCK- I I I *
* NUCLEAR OATA (cont. ) *
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * 8.r * s * * * * * * T * * * + v

Note: The remaining arrays in block-111 are used only if the
source of cross-section data is XSLIB or OONINP.

Name
---- ---

MAXORO
IHM
IHT
IHS
IFIOO

ITITL
12LPI

SAVBXS

KWIKRD

NAMES INISO]

EONAME IIHT-3]

NTPI INIsO]

vEL [t4GR0UP]
EBOUNO INGROUP+l]
ct+IvEcINGROUP]

--- ---

Card image

---

Comments
----------- --------- ---- ----- --- --4----

Highest Legendre”order in the scattering tables.
Number of rows in a cross-section table.
Row number of the total cross section.
Row number of the self-scatter cross section.
Format of the cross-section library:
0/1/2 = Los Alamos(6E12)/fixed-fiel d FIOO/

free-field FIOO
0/1 = no/yes A title card precedes each table.
0/1 = no/yes Higher order scattering cross sections

on the library contain the 2L+I term.
0/1 = nolyes Save the binary form of the card ima9e

library XSLIB or OONINP for use in a
subsequent run. Saved on file BXSLIB.

Process fixed-field FIOO-format. card-image BCO
library with fast processor at the sacrifice Of
error checking? O/I . no/yes (default<yes)

Hollerith name for each of the input isotopes. Can
be used later in mixes. (default names are:
1S01. 1S02, . . . etc. )“
Hollerith name for each of the EOIT cross-section
positions used in the cross-section edits. These are
the positions before the absorption cross section in
the cross-section table. (default names are :
EOITI, EOIT2, . . -etc. )
Number of legendre scattering orders for each
isotope in the library. (default=MAXORO+l)
Speeds for each group. Needed only for alpha calcs.
Energy group boundaries. Presently unused.
Chi vector (fission fraction born into each group].
Used for every isotope. Can be overridden by zone
dependent CHI input in Block-V.

--- --- --- --- ---

BCO libraries may be entered in one of the three forms
ind~cated in ~he IFIOO input. All three forms share the following
features: Cross sections are entered in a table optionally preceded
by a title card. A table consists of IHM*NGROUP entries, so different
Legendre orders are in different tables. Order within group G is as
follows:

. . . ABS,NU-SIGF,TOTAL, . . .,GtoG, G-ltoG, G-2toG, etc.

In the Los Alamos format, the table is entered with a standard
FORTRAN 6E12 format.

In the fixed field FIOO format, entries are made in six
twelve-column fields. Each twelve-column field is divided into three
subfields, a two-column numeric field, a one-column character field.
and a nine-column numeric field. See a DOT or ANISN manual for details
if you are not familiar with this inPut. The laSt field in a table must
have the character T in the character position. No array identifier
should be used.

In the free field FIOO form, entries do not have to be in
designated columns. Rather. the rules specified in the previous FREE
FIELO INPUT BRIEFING apply. Each table .in this form is also
terminated with the character T. No array identifier (i.e. array name
with appended equals sign) should be used.
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* * * * * c * v * * * * * * * F * * v *. * * + * * * * * * *

* BLOCK- IV *
* MIXING DETAILS *
********** *********** ********?

Input to this block is unchanged from that shown in the ONEOANT
manual . However, a short summary of the two main mixing arrays is
included here for quick reference. Normally, these two arrays are
required and. in most problems, would be the only arrays in this block.

The key entities used in specifying the cross-section spatial
distribution are coarse mesh, zone, isotope, and material.

The basic geometry of the problem is defined with the coarse meshes
specified in Block-II. The geometric areas called zones are also
defined there using the ZONES array; The ZONES array designates which
coarse meshes are contained in each zone.

Here in 1310ck-IV, we mix cross sections and assign them to the
zones created above. The cross sections found on the input library
belong, by definition, to isotopes; no matter what their true nature.
These isotopes may then be mixed to form materials, using the MATLS=
array. Materials are then assigned to zones using the ASSIGN= array.

--- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

The general form of a MATLS mix instruction is shown below:

MATLS= matl compl den’1, comp2 den2. ...etc. . . . :

where - matl is the hollerith name of the first material and compl,
comp2, and so on are the hollerith names of its components
which have densities of, respectively, denl, den2, and so on.
Additional materials may be defined in subsequent strings.
Each string may contain as many components as necessary(actual
limit=500). A component is usually an isotope from the
1 ibrary. but may also be a temporary material created by the
PREMIX= array. The form of the PREMIX= array is identical to
that of the MATLS= array. The difference in treatment is that
the temporary materials created by PREMIX= exist only long
enough to complete the mixing; they are not available for
assignment to geometric zones, nor are they available for use
in material edits.

Short form: MATLS= 1S0S

This form specifies that isotope number 1 is to be used for
material number 1, isotope number 2 is to be used for material
number 2. and so on.

--- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

The general form of the ASSIGN instruction is shown below:

ASSIGN= zonel matl voll, mat2 V012, ...etc. . . . :

where - zonel is the hollerith name to be used for the first zone (the
one specified with numeral 1 in the ZONES array). mati. mat2,
and so on are the hollerith names of the materials that will
be present in this zone with, respectively, the volume
fractions voll, V012, and so on.

Short form: ASSIGN= MATLS

This form specifies that material number 1 is to be assigned
to zone number 1, material number 2 to zone number 2, and so
on.

--- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

Note: The information entered in the MATLS= array is written to the
CCCC standard files NOXSRF and ZNATDN. Information entered in
the ASSIGN= array is written to the code dependent file ASGMAT.

IV-12
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********** **W%****.** *********

* BLOCK- IV *
* MIXING OETAILS (cont. ) *
* * * * * * * * * t. * * * * * * * * * * . * * * * * * * * *

Additional Mixing Arrays
---- ----- ----------- ----

On tne previous page, isotopes,
identified by their hollerith names.
to by their ordinal number. Thus, 2

materials, and zones were
Optionally, they may be referred

for an isotope name would call
for the second isotope on the library.

THE HOLLERITH NAME FORM IS HIGHLY RECOMMENCED. It prov
most straight forward, most understandable form. If the hoi”
name form is used, the input arrays below are unneeded.

des the
erith

Usina the hollerith name form in one arrav and the numeric name
form in a~other array is particularly discouraged. However, should
one wish to use the numeric form in the MATLS= and/or ASSIGN=
arrays, and then subsequently associate hollerith names with the
ordinal numbers. one can use the followina arravs to do so. This
situation could arise, if for some reason ~ one ~anted to use material
numbers in the MATLS= array, but use hollerith material names in the
ASSIGN= array.

MATNAM [MT]
{optional}

zotdNAM [t4z0NEl
{optional}

Hollerith material names for Materials. Used on~y if
the matl name used in the MATLS= array was integer.
First entry in MATNAM array is the hollerith name for
Material number 1, second entry is the hollerith name
for Material number 2, etc.

Hollerith zone names for Zones. Used only if the zone
name entry in the ASSIGN= array was integer. First
entry in the ZONNAM= array 1s the hollerith name
for Zone number 1, second entry is the hollerith name
for Zone number 2, etc.

Concentration Searches
------------ ------ ----

Concentration searches are not presently
so the mixing arrays pertaining to the search
manual should be ignored.

implemented
mentioned in

n TWOOANT
the ONEOANT
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* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * =r * * * * * * * * * * * *

* BLOCK-V *
* SOLVER DETAILS *
* * * * ● * * * * * * * * * * * * * * x * * * * * * * * * *

Name Comments
------- ---------------------------------------

1EVT Calculation type: 0/1 = homogeneous source/k-eff
ISCT Legendre order of scattering
ITH 0/1 = direct/adjoint calculation
IBL Left bdry condition:

0/1/3 = vacuum/reflective/white
IBR Right bdry condition:

0/1/3 = vacuum/reflect ~ve/whi te
IBT Top bdry condition:

O/~/2/3 = vacuum/reflective/per iodic/white
IBB Bottom bdry condition:

0/1/2/3 = vacuum/reflective/per iodic/white

EPSI .Convergence precision (default=O.OOl)
EPSO This variable unused by TWODANT
IITL Maximum no. of inner iterations per group at first

(default chosen by code)
IITM Maximum number of inners allowed when near

convergence (default chosen by code)
OITM Maximum no. of outer iterations (default=20)
ITLIM Number of seconds time limit (defaul t=unlimited)

FLUXP 0/1/2 = no/isotropic/ Final flux print
all moments

XSECTP 0/1/2 = no/mixed/all Cross-section print
FISSRP 0/1 = no/yes Fission rate print
SOURCP 0/1/2/3 = no/unnormalized/ Source print

normal ized/both
GEOMP Not used by TWOOANT
RAFLUX Not yet implemented in TWOOANT
ANGP Not yet implemented in TWOOANT

--- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

Note: TWOOANT presently has no search capability, so the remaining
input on this page should be ignored.

IPVT 0/1/2 = none/k-eff/alpha Type of eigenvalue to
search for in a concentration search

Pv Value of k-eff or alpha to search to
EVM Amount to change concentration by in first

step of search
XLAL Lambda lower limit for search
XLAH Lambda upper limit for search
XLAX Lambda convergence criterion for second

and subsequent search steps
Poo Parameter oscillation damper (default=l. )
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* w * * * J. . . * * * * w * , x. * * * * * * * ,. A * * * ., ,. *

. SOLVER OETAI LS ( cent. ) *
* F 1ux start *
. * * * * w* * * * * * * * * ** *.* , * * * * * *.* * * *

Name Comments
------- ---------------------------------------

1NF LUX 0/1 = no/yes Read flux start from the RTFLUX file

----- Note: There presently is no card input flux guess available

. .
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* * * * * * * * * * *.* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* SOLVER OETAILS(cont. ) *
* Quadrature and Misc. *
****V**** **T****** ********* ***

.**** Quadrature Details *****
{optional}

Name Comments
------- --------- ----- ---------- ---------------

IQUAO Source of quadrature constants
{optional} -3/1 = SNCONS file/Built-in constants

(default=l)

WGT [MM] Quadrature weights. . Presence of these
MU [MM] Mu cosines.
ETA [MM]

arrays overrides
Eta cosines. the IOUAO input

{together optional}

**Y*. Miscellaneous *****
{all optional}

Name
-------

NORM

BHGT

CHI [NGRDUP;M]

OEN IIT;JTI
-or-

OENX [IT] and/or
OENY [LIT]

Comments
----- -------- ----- ----- ----- ----- ------

Normalize the fission source rate to this value
when IEVT.GE. I or normalize the inhomogeneous
source rate to this value when IEVT.LT. I.
NORM=O means no normal ization. (Integral of source
rate over all angle, space, and energy = NORM).

Buckling height to use to correct for leakage.
Units are centimeters.

Fission fraction born into each group. Enter by
zone up to M zones. Succeeding zones (i.e. zones
M+l through NZONE) will use the CHI values frOm
zone M.

Oensity to use at each fine mesh point.

Density to use at each fine x-mesh (default=l).
Oensity to use at each fine y-mesh (default=l).

Note: In this latter form, the density factor,
DEN(i,j), at mesh interval (i,J) is computed
as follows:

OEN(i,j) = OENX(i)*OENY(j)

.
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P
* * * * * * * * * * +.* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* SOLVER OETAILS(cont. ) *
* Volumetric Source *
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Name Comments
--- ---- ---- ------------------------------- ----

INSORS 0/1 = no/yes Read source from interface file FIXSRC.

----- For card input source, choose one of the following options:

Option 1:

SOURCE INGROUP:NMQj Source spectrum for each of NMQ moments.
(SPatial distribution is assumed to be flat

with value unity)

Option 2: (input both arrays)

SOURCX IIT;NMOI X (or R) spatial distribution for each moment.
SOURCY IJT;NMO] Y (or Z) spatial distribution for each moment.

(~~~:~tjum is assumed to be flat with value

Option 3: (input all three arrays)

SOURCE INGROUP.NMQ] Source spectrum.
SOURCX IIT:NMQ] X (or R) spatial distribution for each moment.
SOURCY [JT:NMQ] Y (or Z) spatial distribution for each moment.

ODtion 4:

SOURCF IIT:JT*NGROUP*NMQ] Spatial distribution for each row,
group, and moment.

Option 5: (input both arrays)

SOURCE INGROUP:NMQI Source spectrum.
SOURCF IIT:LJT*NMQI Spatial distribution for each row

and moment.

Note: Only in option 4 is the complete pointwise source array,
SOURCF(i,j,g,m), given. in all other cases, it must be
formed from the lower dimension arrays that are input.
That calculation is done by forming the product of those
arrays. Thus, in option 3, where the source spectrum,
souRcE(g,m), and the spatial distributions SOURCX(i,m) and
SOURCY(j,m) are given (for moment m), the full source at
mesh point (i,j) in group g for moment m is calculated as
fol lows:

SOURCF(i,j,g.m) = SOURcE(g.m)*SOURCX( i,m)*SOURCY(j.m)
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**********.******* **.*********,
* SOLVER OETAILS(cont. ) *
* Special Boundary Conditions *
* {UNIMPLEMENTEO) *
************ **4.********** **W***

Boundary Sources
-------- --------

ONEDANT suooorts isotroDic and anale deDendent boundarv sources.
These boundary conditions have
the following arrays which are
will be ignored in TWOOANT:

SILEFT SIRITE
SITOP SIBOTT

not yet-been ~mplemented in ?WOOANT and
ultimately intended for that purpose

SALEFT SARITE
SATOP SABOTT

Albedoes
---- ----

ONEOANT supports albedo boundary conditions on all boundaries.
These boundary conditions have not yet been implemented in TWOOANT and
the fol lowlng arrays which are ultimately intended for that purpose
will be ignored in TWODANT:

LBEDO RBEDO TPBEDO BTBEOO
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* *%* * * . *.. * * * * * * * * w * * * * * * * * * * * *

* BLOCK VI *
? EDIT INPUT DETAILS *
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * ● * * * * * * * * * * * * * * n

***** Spatial Specifications *****

Name
-------

PTED
{always}

ZNEO
{always}

PDINTS [<1”
{optional

EDZONE [IT
{optional

Comments
----- -------- ----- ----- ------_,_--------

0/1 = no/yes Oo edits by fine mesh

0/1 = no/yes Do edits by zone (i.e. edit zone, not
SOLVER zone. See EDZONE input below.)

1 Fine mesh point (or interval) numbers at which
point edits are desired. Must be in ascending
order. USEO ONLY IF PTED=I. (Oefault= all points)

UT] Ed>t zone number for each fine mesh interval .
USED ONLY IF ZNED=I. (default= SOLVER coarse mesh
interval numbers, see XMESH array, Block-II)

***** Energy Specifications *****

Name Comments
----- -- ------- --------------------------------

ICOLL [NBG] Edit energy group collapsing option. Number of
{optiona”} SOLVER energy groups in each EOIT broad group. The

IGRPEO
{optiona

NBG entries-must sum to NGROUP.
(Oefault = 1 energy group per EDIT broad group)

Print option on energy groups:-
} 0/1/2/3 = Print energy group totals only/

Print broad groups only/
Print broad groups only(same as 1)/
Print both broad groups and totals
(Default = O)

***** Power Normalization *****

Name Comments
------- ------ ------------ ----- ------ ----------

POWER Normalize to POWER megawatts. All printed reaction
{opt~onal) rates and the fluxes on files RTFLUX and RZFLUX (if

requested) will be normalized.

MEVPER MeV released per fission (default=210 MeV). This
{optional) value will be used along with the calculated

fission rate to determine the power. For the power
calculation, TWODANT needs to know which cross
section is the fission cross section. It uses the
one from the 1 ibrary that has the name N-FISS.
If one uses an ISOTXS or GRUPXS library that
designation will automatically be made (see
Table IV.1). But if one uses a card-image library,
either ODNINP or XSLIB, then the name N-FISS must
be entered in the proper place in the EDNAMES
array.

.
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* * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * .+* * *
* BLOCK VI
* EDIT INPUT DETAIL S(cont. ) ~
* * * * * * = * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * w*

* * * * * CPOSS - Sect i on Ed i ts * * * * *

Name
-------

EDXS [ cNEDT]

RESDNT
{opt i onal )

ED I SOS
{opt i onal )

ECONS
{opt

EDMATS
{opt

<NISO+1 ]
ona 1 )

[ <MT+ 1 ]
ona 1)

XOF [IT]
YDF [dT]

{opt i ona 1}

Comments
------------- ------ ----- ----- ------- ---

Cross-section types to be used in forming reaction
rates. May be entered by integer (denoting edit
position of desired cross-section type) or by the
hollerith name of the cross-section type. See
Table IV.I for the available names.

NEOT is the total number of Edit cross-section
types available from the input cross-section
library. (default = all shown in Table IV.1)
Note: The cross-section types specified in this
array apply to any or all of the following
edit forms: RESDNT, EOISOS, EDCONS, EDMATS.

0/1 = no/yes Do edits using the resident macro-
scopic cross section at each point.
See note below.

Hollerith names of the isotopes to be used in
forming Isotopic reaction rates. The ordinal
number may alternatively be used but is not
recommended. (default = none)

Hollerith names of the isotopes to be used in
forming resident Constituent (partial macroscopic)
reaction rates. The ordinal number may alternately
be u6ed but is not recommended. (default = none)
See note below.

Hollerith names of materials to be used in forming
Material (macroscopic) reaction rates. The ordinal
number may alternately be used, but is not
recommended. See note below. (default = none)

Fine mesh density factors for the X(or R) and Y(or Z)
directions, respectively. The density factor is
used to multiply resident Constituent (see EDCONS),
Material macroscopic (see EOMATS), and Resident
Macroscopic (see RESDNT) reaction rates only.
See note below. (default = all values unity)

Note: If density factors were used in SOLVER to modify the cross
sections at each mesh, the same density factors must be
provided in the XOF and/or YDF arrays here in th~s block
as well . The density factor at mesh point (I,d) is
computed as:

XOF(I)*YDF(LJ)

***** Miscellaneous *****

Name Comments
------- --------------------------------- ---- --

RZFLUX 0/1 = no/yes Write the CCCC standard zone flux
{optional} file RZFLUX

BYVDLP 0/1 = no/yes Printed point reaction rates will
{optional) have been multiplied by the mesh

volume.

ALJED 0/1 = no/yes Regular (forward) edit/Adjoint edit
{optional) Regular edit uses the RTFLUX scalar

flux file: adjoint edit uses the
ATFLUX flux file.

,
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* * * * *:* * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * *
. EDIT INPUT DETAIL S(cont. ) *
* (Block VI) *
****WV************************

***** ResDonse Function Edits *****

Name
-------

wFE INGRoup;Ml
{required if user

input response
functions are
desired)

RSFX IIT:MI
RSFY [dT:M]

{optional)

RSFNAM [M]
{optional}

Comments
---- -------- ------—----------. ----- ----

Response function energy distribution for each
of the M different response functions desired.
The number of gifferent response functions is
arbitrary (but must be fewer than 500). Data are
entered as M strings, each with NGROUP entries
beginning with group 1.

Response function X(or R) distribution for M functions.
Response function Y(or Z) distribution for M functions.
Oata are entered as M strings of IT or JT entries
beginning with mesh point 1. (default=l .0)

Note: M-th response function at space point (l,LJ)
and energy group G is computed as

RSFX(I, M)*RSFY(U,M) *RSFE(G,M)

Hollerith names for the user-input response func-
tions specified above. M is arbitrary but must
be leSS than 500. (default = RSFP1,RSFP2, ...RSFPI’I

***** Reaction Rate Summing ****.

Name
----- -.

MICSUM [<500 sums]
{optional}

IRSUMS [<500 sums]
{optional)

Comments
---- ---- ------------------------.---—--

Cross-section reaction rate summing specifica-
tions. The MICSUM array is a packed array with
data entered as follows: A set of Isotope
numbers or names is given, followed by a set of
cross-section type position numbers or names
(see Table IV.1). These sets are delimited with
an entry of O (zero). Reaction rates are cal-
culated for each Isotope specifed for each
cross-section type specified and summed to form
the first sum. The next two sets of data are
used to form the second sum, etd. up to 500
sums can be specified. (see Sef=tionvII.o.i
in the ONEDANT manual )

Response function reaction rate summing
specifications. The IRSLJMS array is input
as follows: A set of response function numbers
or names is entered and the set delimited with
an entry of z (zero). Reaction rates are
calculated using these response functions, and
the rates are summed to form the first sum.
The next set of data is used to form the second
sum, etc. Up to 500 sums can be specified.
(see Section VII.O.2. in the ONEOANT manual )

. .
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****** W* .$***** .* **.**** *S *****

* BLOCK VI
* EDIT INPUT DETAILS (cont.) ~
* * * * * * * 6.* R* * * * * *.* * . * * = * * * * * * * *

TABLE IV.1

EOIT CROSS-SECTION TYPES BY POSITION ANO NAME

CROSS-SECTION INPUT
VIA ISOTXS/GRUPXS
---- -------------------

Type
---- ---

chi
nu-fiss
total
absorpt
(n.p)
(n,d)
(n,t)

EDIT
Position Name (a)
------ -- ----- -

on

on

(n,alpha)
(n,2n)
(n,gamma)
fission
transport

Notes:

a. Names are
denotes a

1 CHI. . .
2 NUSIGF
3 TOTAL.
4 ABS. . .
5 N-PROT
6 N-OEUT
7 N-TRIT
8 N-ALPH

N-2N. .
1: N-GAMM
11 N-FISS
12 TRNSPT

six character ho’
blank.

ler

CROSS-SECTION INPUT
VIA BCO CARO-IMAGES
----------------- ------

EOIT
Type Position Name (a)
---- --- ------ -- ------

not used
nu-fission
total
absorption

i (b)
2 (b)
3 (b)

N=IHT-3

th. A pertod

CHI...
; NUSIGF
3 TOTAL.
4 ABS. . .
5 EDITI.
6 EDIT2.
7 EOIT3.

c)
c)
c)

4+N EOITN. (C)

within a name

b. Denotes Dosition (row) in the cross-section table. All cross
sections” in rows (positions) 1 through IHT-3 in the cross-section
library are EDIT cross sections chosen by the user.

c. These are the default names that may be overridden with the user-
option names in the EONAMES array of Block III.

. .
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APPENDIX A

FILE DESCRIPTIONS

The user is referred to the ONEDANT manual (Ref. 2) for a
description of the code-dependent interface files. Those files are
identical to the ones used here in TWDDANT.
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APPENDIX E

SAMPLE INPUT

On the following page is a small but complete sample prob
Input. It is a two group calculation of the eigenvalue of an
model of a sodium cooled fast reactor. The aeometric model C(

em
R-Z
ntains

two zones, a cylindrical core zone surrounde~ by a reflector zone.
PO cross sections for each isotope are entered in the input stream
after Block-III. These isotopes are subsequently mixed TO form the
materials STEEL, FUEL, AND SOOIUM. These materials are then assigned
with appropriate volume fractions to the CORE and REFLECTOR zones.

In the edit input, the code is asked to give reaction rate
totals for each edit zone. The reaction rates desired are the
default ones, that is, CHI, NUSIGF, TOTAL, ABS, and EOIT1
(EDITI is the default name for the first position in the card-image
1 ibrary).

Note the use of comments (using the slash, /) to organize and
describe the input.

. .

‘
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2 0 0
SAMPLE PROBLEM FOR TWOOANT USER’S GUIDE
STANOARO K CALCULATION, ALL INPUT BY MEANS OF CARO-IMAGES

GEOMETRY - R,Z
CROSS SECTIONS - 2 GROUP, ISOTROPIC SCATTER

ISOTOPE OATA ON CAROS,
MIXING

Los ALAM05 (DTF) FORMAT
- ISOTOPES MIXEO TO MAKE MATERIALS NAMEO STEEL,

FUEL, ANO SOOIUM
- MATERIALS ASSIGNEO TO MAKE ZONES NAMEO CORE

ANO REFLECTOR
SOLVER - CARO INPUT SUPPLIEO
EOITS - ZONE EOITS FOR RESIOENT MATERIALS

i -------------------- BLOCK I --------------------
IGEOM=7. NGROUP=2, ISN=4 t’JIso’7
dM=3 JT=30 IOIMEN=2

MT=3 NZONE=2 IM=2 IT=25
T

/
/ -------------------- BLOCKIL (GEo~ETRy)‘-------------;~N;~:5 Z. ~ I

XMESH=0.0,30,45 XINTS=15,10 YMESH=0,15,60,75 ,,
ZONES= 2R2; 1,2; 2R2 T

/
/ -------------------- BLOCKIII(CROSSSECTIONS)‘-------------------

LIB= OONINP
MAXORO=O IHM=6 IHT=4 IHS=5 IFIDO=O ITITL=l
NAMES= “0-16” “NA-23” FE CR NI “PU-239” ‘U-238U

/
/ ****** SINCE LIB=OONINP, THE CROSS SECTION LIBRARY IN CARO-IMAGES
/ WILL BEGIN IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING THE BLOCK III TERMINAL “T”.
/ NOTE THAT A TITLE CARO PRECEOES EACH CROSS-SECTION
/ BLOCK (SINCE ITITL=I). ******
/

OX~GEN-16 (0-16) SAMPLE 2 GROUP LMFBR CROSS SECTIONS
0.000 0.010 0.000 2.000 1.600
0.000 0.000 0.000 3.600 3.600

SOOIUM (NA-23) SAMPLE 2 GROUP LMFBR CROSS SECTIONS
0.000 0.002 0.000 1.900 1.500
0.000 0.005 0.000 4.000

IRON (FE)
3.995

SAMPLE 2 GROUP LMFBR CROSS SECTIONS
0.000 0.008 0.000 2.100 1.700
0.000 0.010 0.000 4.500 4.490

CHROMIUM (CR) SAMPLE 2 GROUP LMFBR CROSS SECTIONS
0.000 0.013 0.000 2.450 2.150
0.000 0.020 0.000 5.000 4.980

NICKEL (NI) SAMPLE 2 GROUP LMFBR. CROSS SECTIONS
0.000 0.080 0.000 2.400 2.000
0.000 0.030 0.000 8.000 7.970

PLUTONIUM (PU-239) SAMPLE 2 GROUP LMFBR CROSS SECTIONS
1.900 1.950 6.270 4.800 2.000
1.600 2.500 4.800 12.000

(U-238)
9.500

URANIUM SAMPLE 2 GROUP LMFBR CROSS SECTIONS
0.300 0.400 0.900 4.700 3.000
0.000 0.500 0.000 13.000 12.500

/

0.000 016/1
0.390 016/2

0.000 NA23/1
0.398 NA23/2 .

0.060 FE/1
0.392 FE/2

0.000 CR/1
0.287 CR/2

0.000 NI/1
0.320 NI/2

0.000 PU239/1
0.850 PU239/2

0.000 U238/1
1.300 U238/2

) *.***** ENO OF CROSS-SECTION OATA ******
/ **** NOTE THAT THERE IS NO TERMINAL ‘T” SINCE THE CROSS SECTIONS ARE
/ IN LOS ALAMOS (OTF) FORMAT (IFIOO=O) *X**
/
/ -------------------- BLOCKIv (Mix;:@_;-------------- ----

MATLS= STEEL, FE .05, CR .016.
FUEL 1lpu-2391s .0103, ‘U-238” .~103 “0-16” .0412:
SOOIUM “NA-23” .025

ASSIGN= CORE FUEL .35, SOOIUM .4. STEEL .25;
REFLEC SOOIUM .7, STEEL .3 T

/
/ -------------------- BLOCK V (SOLVER) ---- -------- ----- ---

IEVT=I ISCT=O IBR=O IBT=O IBB=O
NORM=I FLUXP=I XSECTP=2 FISSRP=l
CHI=O.6,0.4; 0.7, 0.3 T

/
/ --;~;-:;------------ BLOCK VI (EoITs) ---------:----------

, RESONT=I, T / *** ZONE EOIT FOR RESIOENT MATERIALS

. .

,
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CCF

The TWODANT code is
Computing Facility (CCF)
The following paragraphs

APPENOIX C

ACCESS AND EXECUTION

presently maintained at the Central
at the Los Alamos National Laboratory.
show how to access and execute the

code at that facil;tv under the CTSS svstems. No LTSS version
is presently being maintained.

Access
----- -

To access ttie code. do a GET under MASS from the directory:

MASS GET /CTIGREEN/TWOOANT/TDNddmmm

The name of the executable controlled is of the form:

TONddmmm

where dd is the day of the month, and mmm is a Three letter
abbreviation of the month (e.g. TDN30JLIN). For detwg purposes,
the symbol table is included as a part of the controlled.

This manual will be found in the file named TONMANUAL, also under
the same directory. It may be sent directly to a printer (first column
should be used as a carriage control ). or it may be accessed by any
of the text editors.

Execution
-------- -

Execution of the code is obtained by entering the controlled
file name (e.g. TON30LJUN): the input file will be assumed to be
on the file named OONINP and the output will be on the file named
ODNOUT. Alternatively, the execute line may be of the form:

TON30dUN I=infile O=outfile / t p

where infile is the input file name and outfile is the output file
name.

●
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APPENDIX D

MFE ACCESS AND EXECUTION

The TWOOANT code is presently maintained at the National
Magnetic Fusion Energy Computer Center at Livermore, California.
The following paragraphs show now to access and execute the
code at that facil ity on the CTSS system. No LTSS version is
presently being maintained.

Access
------

To access the code, do a REAO with FILEM per below:

FILEM/ tv

REAO .TWODANTC TDNddmmm (on a CRAY only)

The name of the executable controlled is of the form:

TDNddmmm

where dd is the day of the month, and mmm is a three letter
abbreviation of the month (e.g. TDN30LJUN). For debug purposes,
the symbol table is included as a part of the controlled.

This manual will be found in the file named MANUAL, also under
the same directory. It may be sent directly to a printer (first column
should be used as a carriage control ), or it may be accessed by any
of the text editors.

Execution
----.----

Execution of the code is obtained by entering the controlled
file name (e.g. TDN30JUN): the input file will be assumed to be
on the file named OONINP and the output will be on the file named
ODNOUT. Alternatively. the execute line may be of the form:

TON30JUN I=infile D=outfile / t p

where infile is the input file name and outfile is the output file
name.
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